Hi:

For some reason I can't get login popup to *.t.o sites from android smartphone.

- t.o/forums: I can't see the "Log in" part on the top horizontal bar of the site, that I see using a desktop computer.
- dev.t.o: I can see indeed the "Log in" part on the top horizontal bar of the site, but clicking on it does nothing (apparently) for me.
- dev.t.o: clicking on the icon to display the contents of the top horizontal bar of the site does nothing for me.

:-/
We need improvements to that *.t.o site-bootstrapification maybe?
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Jonny Bradley 11 Sep 15 15:06 GMT-0000

Also doesn't work on iOS.
Had a look, i think it's a fault in the forked layout tpl
templates/layouts/fixed_top_modules/layout_view.tpl and/or maybe the custom
module doing the navbar etc in the top.

Can't tap the login link when the menu is "uncollapsed" and also the logo isn't there ever.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 17 Sep 15 05:15 GMT-0000

At themes.tiki.org I assigned a second login module, to the pagetop module zone; this
module only displays in small screens (visibility controlled using a Bootstrap class).
The default log-in module is similarly hidden in small screens.

This is more of a workaround than a fix. We need to brainstorm how to improve the
site header section for responsive performance.
Thanks Gary! Way better than before!

The original document is available at
http://dev.tiki.org/item5701-Can-t-get-login-popup-to-t-o-sites-from-android-smartphone